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‘Jaltarang’, located in Bhopal, is a space designed by Architect Shruti Purohit

founder of Nine Squares Architects Pvt. Ltd. Indore (M.P.), India. Jaltarang, the

name itself is an apt portrayal of the owners’ personalities. Soaked in Indian

literature, culture & arts, the owners are all about simplicity, music, and rhythm.

Bubbling with energy for sharing their knowledge of the arts, the enthusiasm of

this sixty-plus couple is infectious. An open house for friends, family,

saahityakaars, and more, with spaces enabling social gatherings and ‘goshtis’

(talks), celebrations, and humdrum of grandchildren.
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STEEPED IN NAVARASA

‘Jaltarang’, designed by architect Shruti Purohit is a residence soaked in Indian

literature, culture and art.
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COURTYARD

DREAMS

Situated on the riverside of Machhuriver, India as the name suggests flora

riverside is Ishwar Gehi's one of most favorite projects. A prolific architect and a

passionate builder: Flora Riverside is a result of the confluence of both. A

context responsive design and yet one that reflects openness was the design

aim for the architect. 

A lot of thought was given to the layout of the project to yield the maximum

use of the existing natural vista and for the residents to enjoy it completely. A

Fancy Arc: forming layout consisting of three types of villas each varying in area,

a clubhouse, and large landscaped areas were designed by Ar. Gehi. The nature

lover and nature-inspired Ar. Gehi prefers artistic landscape in his projects.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

COURTYARD DREAMS

Flora riverside was designed with a resort-like ambiance which the Architect

Ishwar Gehi has achieved by a balance of hard and soft landscape elements.
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Architect Sanjay Puri strongly believes that every project should be designed

contextually evolving spaces that are perceived in new ways. Each design

takes cognisance of the climate and integrates sustainability in a cohesive

way. This ideology is reflected in the extensive work done by the firm in the 3

decades since its inception. Sanjay Puri graduated from the Academy of

Architecture, Mumbai in 1988. He worked with Architect Hafeez Contractor

throughout the five years of education from 1983 to 1988 and was made an

Associate of the firm in 1988 upon graduation. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Architect Sanjay Puri, the Principal Architect of Sanjay Puri Architects, is a

world-renowned architect, having done various award-winning projects all

over the world, we present an exclusive retrospective.
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